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Aim of the study. The transportation of metabolites in blood from gastro-intestinal system is 

the complex process and can vary to some extent of various factors.This process is 
associated with the structure of tissues, as well as general physical laws. According to some 
reports, the pressure (30-40 mm c., Etc.) of capillary of the intestinal pipes and the in testinal 
mucous membrane is very high from osmotic pressure of the intestinal cavity. So, as a 
physiological, the process of absorption can not be explained only by the laws of filtration. In 
other words, the unilateral process of absorption in enterosit and transportation 
gastrointestinal absorbed metabolites in blood to a different sequence is proof that these 
processes are complex and varied. Recently, the transportation of metabolites in enterosit 
membranes, above-mentioned issues, and the effect of the membrane liquid layer are taken 
into account. Should benoted that,the mechanism of absorption of lipids has been mainly 
studied on laboratory animals. 
 
Material and methods. Conducting complex catheterization operation on male yearling 

sheep by the method of A.A.Aliyev , we have implanted chronic catheters in sleeping vein, in 
liver door vein and  in rear empty vein each of lambs. Thus, concentrations of metabolites in 
the artery and vein of the liver door helped us getting information about thei rintestinal 
absorption. Experimental animals were feed with three different forage by Latin square 
method. I share of the group forage was grass, cotton and barley. Oil level was 3% in this 
share of forage. By the addition of sunflower oi lto II and III forage groups, for dry ingredient 
the amount of lipids in forage's share were raised up accordance with 5 and 7%. 
The composition of fatty acids of samples have identified by the method of gas-liquid 
chromatographic in "Хром-5". We have identified the procedure to methyl of fatty acids by 
the method Stofel.The received research materials have been processed by the method of 
statistical Student-Fischer. 
 
Results: One of the main indicators of lipid metabolism is the intensity of the absorption of 

lipids from the digestive system to the liver doorvein. The studies show that, the lipids in the 
control group be fore feeding are transported (3.8 mg%) from blood to stomach – intestinal 
system.This trend continues even  5 hours after feeding.Despite this, the process changes 
after 7 hours of feeding and vice versa 7.6 mg% lipids absorbed from the digestive system to 
blood. It seems that, the absorption of high molecular fatty acidsin the blood and lymph 
mainly occurs after 7 hours in the yearling sheep of the control group. The absorption of 
(Secondgroup) lipids in the blood, is a bit different than the first group in the experienced 
yearling sheep whic had ded 5% sun flowero il to the forage share. In this group, 6.8 mg% 
total lipids absorbed from the digestive system to blood before the feeding. By contrast, 5 
and 7 hours after the feeding, 8.6 mg% and 12.2 mg% total lipids enter respectively from the 
blood to the digestive system. It shows that, the absorption of total lipids in the blood is 
shifted more time after the feed inginthis group of animals. The absorption of the total lipids 
in the blood is coincidence the previous period after the feed ingin the third group 
experimental animals and organise 39.1 mg%. By contrast, 5 and 7 hours after the feeding 
the total lipids are transported from blood to the digestive system and the sefigures are 
organised respectively 25.4 mg and 14.2 mg%. 
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